We examined the effect of smoking on long-term mortality from breast cancer and other causes among a cohort of women with breast cancer. A total of 975 women diagnosed with breast cancer and aged 40-84 years were followed for a median follow-up of 11 years in the U.S. Health and Functioning in Women (HFW) study. The impact of the individual smoking status and smoking intensity reported in the first few months following breast cancer diagnosis on the risk of mortality from breast cancer and other causes was examined using Cox proportional hazards models. In this study, former smoking was associated with increased risk of other-cause mortality (hazard ratio [HR] = 1.47, 95% confidence interval [CI]: 1.13-1.90), and the risk doubled with increased intensity (HR for <50 pack-years [py]: 1.36, 95% CI: 1.03-1.79; HR for ≥50 py: 2.45, 95% CI: 1.41-4.23). Current smoking (HR = 2.45, 95% CI: 1.81-3.32) and each additional 10 py smoked (HR = 1.16, 95% CI: 1.11-1.22) were associated with statistically significant increases in the risk of other-cause mortality. The effect of current smoking on other-cause mortality decreased with advancing stage and increasing body mass index (BMI). Breast cancer-specific mortality was associated with current smoking of ≥50 py (HR = 2.36, 95% CI: 1.26-4.44), and each additional 10 py smoked (HR = 1.07, 95% CI: 1.01-1. 14). Current smoking, but not former smoking, was associated with increased risk of breast cancer-specific mortality in women with local disease (HR = 2.32, 95% CI: 1.32-4.09), but not in those with regional and distant disease (HR = 1.10, 95% CI: 0.73-1.68). Our findings suggest that current smoking at the time of breast cancer diagnosis may be associated with increased risk of breast-cancer specific and other-cause mortality, whereas former smoking is associated with increased risk of other-cause mortality. Smoking cessation at the time of diagnosis may lead to better prognosis among women with breast cancer.
Introduction
The identification of modifiable lifestyle factors that may improve survival is of interest to women diagnosed with breast cancer, as well as their caregivers. A mouse model of mammary cancer-linked cigarette smoke exposure to an increase in the total pulmonary metastatic burden [1] , and epidemiologic studies have linked smoking among breast cancer survivors to adverse prognostic factors, such as more and larger lymph node metastasis [2, 3] and increased risk of developing metastasis to the lung [1, 4] . It is therefore plausible that smoking could increase the risk of breast cancer death. Smoking has been associated with higher mortality following diagnosis of breast [5, 6] , prostate [7, 8] , colorectal [9] , and vulvar [10] cancers, as well as leukemia [11] and malignant melanoma [12] . Yet, the association of smoking with breast cancer-specific mortality appears equivocal [6, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . The majority of studies of smoking and breast cancer survival have used crude measures of smoking history, such as never, former, and current smoking [6, 13, 15, [17] [18] [19] or ever and never smoking [14] . Two studies additionally evaluated the number of cigarettes smoked per day among current smokers [6, 14] , and one of these also considered the number of years smoked and the age at which respondents started smoking [14] . A third study additionally considered the number of pack-years (py) smoked [17] . To date, the associations between measures of smoking exposure length, intensity, and smoking cessation with breast cancer-specific mortality have not been evaluated.
Based on epidemiological and biological evidence that smoking may influence breast cancer progression, we hypothesized that smoking would be associated with both increased risk of death from breast cancer, as well as death from other causes in our prospective study of 975 African-American and white breast cancer survivors from the Health and Functioning in Women (HFW) study [20] . Comprehensive measures of smoking history, a wide age range, the inclusion of both African-American and white women and a maximum follow-up of 28 years make this cohort particularly suitable for examining the long-term effects of smoking while taking into account a wide range of clinical, lifestyle-related, and socio-demographic prognostic factors. Since smoking can disrupt hormonal metabolism, the effect of smoking might differ by body mass index (BMI). Furthermore, although smoking has been associated with adverse prognostic factors, such as more and larger lymph node metastasis [2, 3] and increased risk of developing metastasis to the lung [1, 4] , the extent to which disease severity affects the impact of smoking on mortality is not well understood. Therefore, we also examined the extent to which the impact of smoking on mortality differed as a function of tumor stage and BMI.
Methods

Study population
The HFW study used in the present analysis has been described previously [20, 21] . Briefly, the HFW study was established in 1984 in the Detroit metropolitan area to assess the health, functional and psychosocial status of women following breast cancer diagnosis. A total of 1011 eligible participants aged 40-84 with newly diagnosed, histologically confirmed, primary invasive breast cancer identified through the Metropolitan Detroit Cancer Surveillance System (MDCSS) at the Michigan Cancer Foundation, now the Barbara Ann Karmanos Cancer Institute, within 4 weeks of diagnosis and were interviewed in two cohorts. The registry data were over 90% complete. The first cohort consisted of 571 participants aged 55-84, who were identified over a 7-month period between 1984 and 1985; of these, 463 (81.1%) were successfully interviewed between 2 and 4 months following diagnosis. A second cohort of 620 eligible cases, aged 40-54 and 74-84, was identified over a 7-month period between 1987 and 1988; 548 (88.4%) of these participants were successfully interviewed between 2 and 4 months after diagnosis, henceforth referred to as the baseline interview. All participants were interviewed a second time approximately 9 months after the first interview. The two cohorts were combined, and 975 women, for whom complete data were available on smoking and breast cancer staging, were included in this analysis.
Smoking assessment
Smoking status was determined from the baseline questionnaire after breast cancer diagnosis. The questionnaire asked whether the respondent ever smoked cigarettes daily. Never smokers were women who answered "no" to this question. Women were also asked if they smoked at the time of the interview. Respondents that answered "yes" to this question were considered current smokers. Women that answered "yes" to ever having smoked and "no" to the current smoking question were considered former smokers. Smoking status, one of the exposures we considered, was created as a three-level variable indicating whether the respondent was a never/former/or current smoker. Additionally, current and former smokers were asked whether, when they smoked daily, they smoked less than 0.5 packs (1 pack = 20 cigarettes), 0.5 packs, 1 pack, 1.5 packs, or two packs or more a day and the total number of years during which they smoked. The number of py was computed as the product of the packs per day and the number of years smoked. The number of packyears was used as a continuous predictor in the models. Effect estimates were reported in terms of 10 py increments. The number of "less than 0.5 packs per day" was treated as 0.5 packs, and two packs or more were conservatively counted as two packs. A third exposure combined the number of pack-years and smoking status into a fivelevel categorical predictor of both longevity and intensity of smoking (never smoked, former smoker having smoked <50 py, former smoker having smoked ≥50 py, current smoker having smoked <50 py, and current smoker having smoked ≥50 py), because this measure was shown to predict mortality in middle-aged women of the general population [22] . In sensitivity analyses, instead of 50 py, a 20 py cutoff was used to define exposure categories. Results from these analyses are provided in Table S1 .
Covariates
The covariates used in this analysis were socio-demographic, lifestyle-related, and clinical prognostic factors that, based on the existing literature and a priori reasoning, could potentially confound associations between smoking and mortality outcomes. Age at diagnosis, breast cancer stage, breast cancer treatment, tumor size, and node involvement were obtained from the MDCSS file, while other variables were obtained from interviews. In analyses, age was used as a continuous variable. Race was coded as either African-American or white. Years of education were recoded into four categories: less than high-school, high-school, college and graduate. The data set included a binary indicator of financial adequacy (0 for adequate and 1 for inadequate) that was based on self-reported current financial resources and whether they met the participant's needs [21] . BMI was calculated as weight in kilograms/height in meters squared, or kg/m 2 , from self-reported weight and height at the baseline interview and used as the continuous variable in multivariate models. A comorbidity index was constructed as the number of previously diagnosed conditions reported by the respondents at the baseline interview from a list of 23 conditions that included diabetes, hypertension, stroke, heart disease, gastrointestinal disease, liver conditions, and primary cancers other than breast cancer, which, according to the respondents, currently caused some limitations in their activities [21] .
Stage of breast cancer at diagnosis was coded as local, regional, or remote. In addition to information on surgery (no surgery, partial mastectomy, or modified radical mastectomy) and type of adjuvant therapy (radiation or chemotherapy) provided by the MDCSS files, physicians completed a supplementary survey regarding chemotherapy and hormonal therapy administered on an outpatient basis. Data from the two sources were combined to create a two-level treatment variable (no surgery or partial mastectomy and modified radical mastectomy). The log of the tumor size in millimeters was centered on its mean and used as a continuous variable. The number of positive lymph nodes involved was recoded into a three-level variable (0 nodes, 1-3 nodes and ≥4 nodes).
Endpoint ascertainment
Participants were followed until last contact, death or April, 2012, whichever occurred first. Date and cause of death, classified by the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) codes version 9, were identified through annual vital status surveillance of all patients in the registry, conducted by MDCSS [23] . ICD codes 174.0-174.9 represented breast cancer deaths, and other ICD codes represented death from causes other than breast cancer, referred to henceforward as other-cause mortality. Vital status assessment was complete for all participants, and the cause of death was available for all participants that died.
Statistical analysis
Differences between continuous variables were assessed using the Student's t-test, and between categorical variables were assessed by Pearson v 2 or by Fisher's exact test when counts were small. Differences in sample medians were assessed using the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test. Kaplan-Meier plots were used to examine the association between smoking and mortality. Cox proportional hazards models stratified by age at breast cancer diagnosis with time since diagnosis as the time scale were employed to estimate the association between smoking and other-cause and breast cancer mortality [24] . Risk was expressed as a hazard ratio (HR) and 95% confidence interval (CI). The proportionality of hazards assumption was assessed using Schoenfeld residuals [25] . These tests revealed no significant departures from proportionality. For analyses involving death from breast cancer, participants who died from other causes were censored at the time of their death and vice versa. Comorbidity, treatment, tumor stage, tumor size, node involvement, race, BMI, financial adequacy, education, smoking status and period of study entry were considered as potential confounders in all multivariate analyses. To evaluate effect modification, we conducted analyses separately for subgroups defined by BMI (<25, 25-30, >30) at the baseline interview and stage of breast cancer (local, regional or distant) at diagnosis. We combined women in the regional and distant categories due to the small number of respondents with distant disease (n = 55). The type I error was set at 0.05, and all reported P-values are twosided. Analyses were conducted in SAS version 9.2 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC) and R version 2.15.
Results
The distributions of selected demographic and clinical characteristics of the study population, overall and by smoking status, are presented in Table 1 . The mean age at the time of breast cancer diagnosis was 63 years (SD [standard deviation] = 12.4). On average, current and former smokers were younger than never smokers (P < 0.0001). Overall, the median follow-up time was 11.0 years (interquartile range [IQ]: 4.5-22.4 years). The median follow-up was significantly shorter for current smokers than former and never smokers (12, 11, and 6 years for never smokers, former smokers ≥50 py, and current smokers ≥50 py, respectively; P = 0.004). There were statistically significant differences in BMI by smoking status. Mean BMI was 26.2 (SD = 4.7), 28.5 (SD = 5.0), and 24.8 (SD = 5.6) kg/m 2 among never, former ≥50 py and current smokers ≥50 py, respectively (P = 0.004). Never and former smokers tended to be more educated than current smokers (P = 0.004). Breast cancer staging did not differ by smoking status. The majority of women had localized (53.6%) and regional (40.7%) disease. Only 5.6% of the group had remote disease. Treatment also did not vary significantly by smoking status: 78% of women were treated with modified radical mastectomy; 20% were treated with partial mastectomy; and only 2% received nonsurgical treatment. Of note, among women that died during the follow-up, current and former smokers were proportionately more likely to die from breast cancer compared to never smokers. Approximately 46% of former and current smoker deaths were due to breast cancer compared to 39% of deaths among the never smokers. Tumor size, lymph node involvement, and the number of comorbidities did not vary significantly by smoking status.
Breast cancer mortality
Kaplan-Meier plots of breast cancer-specific survival by smoking status indicate markedly shorter survival for current smokers of more than 50 py and similar survival among the remaining groups (Fig. 1B) . In univariate and covariate-adjusted analyses alike, we found no evidence of an association between smoking status and breast cancerspecific mortality (Table 2 ). In analyses of smoking intensity, current smoking of ≥50 py was associated with a twofold increase in the risk of breast cancer-specific mortality in covariate-adjusted models (HR = 2.36, 95% CI: 1.26-4.44). In sensitivity analyses, current smoking of more than ≥20 py was also associated with a statistically significant increase in the risk of breast cancer-specific mortality (HR = 1.57, 95% CI: 1.10-2.25, Table S1 ). Each additional 10 py smoked was associated with a modest, but statistically significant increase in breast-specific mortality in covariate-adjusted models (HR = 1.07, 95% CI: 1.01-1.14). While the effect of smoking on breast cancer mortality did not vary significantly across strata defined by BMI (Table 3) , we found that among women with localized breast cancer, current smoking was associated with an approximately twofold increased risk of breast cancer death (HR = 2.32; 95% CI: 1.32-4.09) compared to never smoking in covariate-adjusted models. Current and former smoking were not associated with breast cancer-specific mortality in women with regional and distant breast cancer stage at the time of diagnosis.
Mortality from causes other than breast cancer
Kaplan-Meier plots of other-cause survival indicate decreasing survival by increasing smoking intensity (Fig. 1A) , with current smokers of ≥50 py having markedly shorter survival than the remaining groups, throughout the follow-up. After the initial 10 years of follow-up, former smokers of less than 50 py experienced better survival then current and never smokers. Results from unadjusted and covariate-adjusted analyses are presented in Table 2 . Former and current smoking were associated with increased risk of other-cause mortality in univariate and covariate-adjusted models alike. current smokers having smoked more than 50 py and less than 50 py, respectively. Lowering the pack-year cutoff from 50 to 20 in sensitivity analyses did not appreciably change the results (Table S1 ). The risk of death from causes other than breast cancer also increased with every additional 10 py smoked (HR = 1.16, 95% CI: 1.11-1.22). Unadjusted models were stratified by age at breast cancer diagnosis. Multivariate models were additionally adjusted for breast cancer treatment, race/ethnicity, body mass index, financial adequacy, education, positive lymph node involvement, tumor size at diagnosis, comorbidity, and period of study entry. py, pack-years. Unadjusted models were stratified by age at breast cancer diagnosis. Multivariate models were additionally adjusted for breast cancer treatment, race/ethnicity, financial adequacy, education, positive lymph node involvement, tumor size at diagnosis, comorbidity, and period of study entry.
-, Could not be estimated due to a small number of cases. Possible variations in the effect of smoking status on other-cause mortality according to tumor stage and BMI at diagnosis were also evaluated. Current smoking was associated with increased risk of other-cause mortality in women with local and regional/distant disease alike, but the risk was greater among women with local disease. HR for other-cause mortality were 3.18 (95% CI: 2.11-4.81) and 1.87 (95% CI: 1.06-3.30) for women with local and regional/distant disease at diagnosis, respectively (Table 3) . Former smoking was associated with increased risk in women with regional/distant disease (HR = 1.91, 95% CI: 1.14-3.19), but not among those with localized tumors at diagnosis (HR = 1.30, 95% CI: 0.92-1.83). In analyses stratified by BMI, former smoking was associated with increased risk of other-cause mortality in normal (HR = 1.59, 95% CI: 1.03-2.45) and over-weight women (HR = 1.46, 95% CI: 1.13-1.90), but not among those that were obese (HR = 1.38, 95% CI: 0.60-3.16). Current smoking also resulted in increased risk of other-cause mortality among normal-weight (HR = 2.83, 95% CI: 1.71-4.68), and overweight (HR = 2.49, 95% CI: 1.84-3.36) women, but not among obese women (HR = 1.94, 95% CI: 0.67-5.65).
Discussion
In this study, we evaluated the association of smoking, as reported 2-4 months after diagnosis, with breast cancerspecific and other-cause mortality among breast cancer survivors. We found that former smoking was associated with increased risk of other-cause mortality, and the risk doubled with increasing intensity. Current smoking and every additional 10 py smoked were also associated with statistically significant increases in the risk of other-cause mortality. The effect of current smoking on other-cause mortality decreased with advancing stage and increasing BMI. Breast cancer-specific mortality was associated with current smoking of ≥50 py and each unit increase in 10 py smoked. Current smoking was associated with increased risk of breast cancer-specific mortality in women with local disease, but not in those with regional and distant disease. We found no evidence that smoking reduced the risk of breast cancer mortality by promoting lower body weight.
Reports of the association between smoking and breast cancer-specific mortality have been mixed. While some studies were able to establish a statistically significant association [18, 19, [26] [27] [28] [29] , others did not [6, 15, [30] [31] [32] [33] . Similar to other studies, using only smoking status following breast cancer diagnosis, we found that current and former smoking were associated with other-cause mortality, but not breast cancer mortality. The risk associated with current smoking was double that associated with former smoking, indicating that, most likely, current smoking is a surrogate for high lifetime exposure. Among former smokers, cumulative lifetime exposure of more than 50 py resulted in similar risk as current smoking of the same duration. These results are consistent with those reported by a pooled sample of 9975 breast cancer survivors from the Women's Health Eating and Living (WHEL) Study, the Life After Cancer Epidemiology (LACE) Study and the Nurses' Health Study (NHS) [29] . These data indicate that epidemiologic studies of smoking, as well as those considering smoking as a potential confounder, should consider lifetime smoking exposure in addition to current smoking status.
The impacts of smoking on cardiovascular and respiratory health that lead to premature death are well documented. The biological pathways linking smoking to breast cancer-specific mortality are, on the other hand, less clear. Since breast cancer is a highly heterogeneous disease [34] , it is plausible that smoking differentially affects estrogen-responsive tumors versus more aggressive forms of this cancer. In addition, cigarette smoke has been associated with the elevated metastatic potential of tumor cells and stimulation of angiogenesis [35] . The association of cigarette smoke with an increased pulmonary metastatic propensity in mouse models [1] gives rise to the hypothesis that smoking could increase the risk of breast cancer recurrence and death. Consistent with this, cross-sectional epidemiologic evidence has shown that smokers with breast cancer had more and larger lymph node metastases than nonsmokers, after controlling for primary tumor size and other variables [2, 3] . In addition, smoking has been associated with a younger age at diagnosis [36] , hormone receptor-negative breast cancer [37] and an increased risk of lung metastases among breast cancer patients [1, 4] . Although the mechanisms that lead to the altered tumor behavior associated with smoking are not well established, it has been shown that some complications of radiation therapy may be more frequent and severe in smokers [38] . Notably, never smokers were more likely to receive chemotherapy than current or former smokers. Analysis of smoking status among women undergoing breast cancer treatment may help better target therapeutic options.
Limitations of this study include the fact that smoking status, duration, and intensity were self-reported and only once at the baseline examination after diagnosis. Since breast cancer is a disease with constant attrition for up to 30 years, it is possible that additional effects of smoking or more precision may have been observed with a longer follow-up. Another limitation is that smoking was assessed retrospectively, 2-4 months after breast cancer diagnosis. Given the considerable decline in smoking over the past 30 years in the United States [39] , these data may not reflect contemporary patterns of exposure. Since smoking intensity and duration may not be collinear [40] , pack-years may not be the best unit of exposure assessment. However, since age is associated with intensity and the duration of smoking is a function of age, it can be expected that intensity and duration will be collinear in the U.S. population of the recent decades [28] . In addition, the number of participants in some of the highest intensity categories was relatively small. Another important limitation of this study is that the majority of respondents were treated with partial or radical mastectomy, which is no longer the standard of care for earlystage breast cancer. The currently recommended standard of care for this population consisting of radiation and segmental mastectomy or lumpectomy may have less impact on other-cause survival. Finally, the current study could not assess whether the impact of smoking on other-cause mortality differs in women with and without breast cancer. We were, however, able to compare smoking history among breast cancer cases and healthy controls and found no considerable differences between the two groups.
The strengths of the study include comprehensive measures of smoking status, as well as a composite measure of duration and intensity, a prospective population-based cohort design, a relatively large set of participants, a long follow-up and our ability to take into account multiple covariates in the tumor-related, lifestyle, and socio-demographic domains. Since women in this study were identified through a large regional, population-based surveillance program, our findings may apply to wider audiences than studies in which subjects were drawn from academic settings. Bias due to loss to follow-up was minimized because mortality status was ascertained annually for all of the patients in the registry.
In summary, our findings indicate that cigarette smoking confers a dose-dependent increasing risk of breast cancer-specific and other-cause mortality for women with breast cancer.
